BRAZIL

e-commerce payments overview

With a population of 208 million, Brazil is Latin
America’s economic powerhouse in e-commerce
and beyond.

KEY STATS

Once considered an emerging world power, Brazil’s
economic clout has declined since 2013 due to
economic recession, a devastating corruption
scandal and political uncertainty. Nevertheless—
and indicative of this country’s resilience—Brazil’s
e-commerce market has soldiered on, growing
at a 2014-2017 compounded annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 12%.

$28B
12%

In 2018, Brazil’s projected $32 billion e-commerce
market will account for nearly 40% of the entire
region and is among the top 10 e-commerce
markets globally. For this reason, Brazil is at the
top of the list for global merchants expanding into
Latin America.

E-commerce market size
billion in total e-commerce
spend in 2017
projected 2018-2021
CAGR

Desktop vs. mobile purchasing

27%
73%

of online sales
took place on a mobile device
of online sales
took place on a desktop

Domestic vs. cross-border shopping

19%
81%

of online sales were cross-border
—made on an international website
of online sales were to local,
Brazilian merchants

Sources: E-bit, Pagameno.me interviews, AMI analysis
* 2017 data.
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FIGURE 4. HISTORIC AND PROJECTED E-COMMERCE VOLUME, BRAZIL 2014-2021,
USD BILLIONS

Sources: E-bit, eMarketer, market interviews, AMI analysis

Brazilians are attractive consumers in the
eyes of merchants because they are 1) brandoriented, 2) highly active on social media, and 3)
early technology adopters. Brazil has 76 million
smartphone users and 86 million registered

Facebook accounts. Brazil is Uber’s third- largest
world market and is the birthplace of mega
e-retailers such as Netshoes, Submarino and
Ponto Frio.
Brazilians are also savvy shoppers and know how
DealeXtreme and other Chinese marketplaces
offering rock-bottom prices, Brazilians have grown
accustomed to waiting up to 30 days for their
merchandise to arrive, especially during times of
economic slowdown.

WHAT IS DRIVING GROWTH?
 The digital goods and app economy.
Sales made on a mobile device grew 100%+ in
as well as the local gig economy, mobile
content, gaming, delivery services, etc.

HOW BRAZILIANS PAY

 Cross-border. The international e-commerce
market consistently provides greater variety and
better prices than the domestic one. International
marketplaces including Amazon, eBay, AliExpress
and Wish drove cross-border spend growth of 17% in
2017, compared to 12% growth of the overall market.

As merchants,
payments companies and logistics providers
continually professionalize the channel,
consumers are more willing to buy online.

Even though Brazilians are keen to buy online,
the local banking system makes accessing
30% of Brazilians have a credit card. Of these credit
cards, 10% of them run on Brazil-only networks,
Elo and Hipercard. About 90% of cards are Visa,
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Mastercard and American Express, but only 20%
of these (representing ~10 million cardholders)
are enabled for international purchases by the
issuing bank. Thus,
46 million Brazilian
credit card holders
THE PREVALENCE
cannot use their cards
OF LOCAL PAYMENT
for purchases on
METHODS
international websites.
IN BRAZIL
MEANS THAT
Unlike credit cards,
INTERNATIONAL
debit has decent
MERCHANTS
PROCESSING
penetration among
OFFSHORE CAN
the population. But
ACCESS ONLY 26%
most banks have
OF BRAZIL’S TOTAL
not enabled debit for
E-COMMERCE
online purchases and
MARKET. THIS
debit cards currently
IS EQUAL TO
make
up only 3%
FORFEITING
of
all
e-commerce
$21 BILLION IN
spend. Bank transfers
ADDRESSABLE
represent an
MARKET.
additional 3%.

FIGURE 6.
E-COMMERCE VOLUME BY PAYMENT
METHOD, BRAZIL, 2017, USD BILLIONS

FIGURE 5.E-COMMERCE VOLUME BY
VERTICAL, BRAZIL, 2017, USD BILLIONS
Sources:
E-bit, eMarketer, market interviews, AMI analysis

The two-in-three Brazilians who do not have a credit
card may use boleto bancário, a cash-based payment
method, to buy online. Boleto is commonplace
in Brazil, used for e-commerce and many other
payments, like rent and utilities. It is especially
popular for high-ticket items, for which customers
may feel insecure about putting their card
information online. Merchants often offer a discount
for boleto payments, since there is no chargeback
risk and payment is made upfront.
Also worth noting is that Brazilians are addicted
Sources:
E-bit, eMarketer, market interviews, AMI analysis

a startling 58% of e-commerce spend was made
accessing an installment plan offered by the
merchant.
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ESSENTIAL BRAZIL TAKEAWAYS

RELEVANT REGULATORY
DEVELOPMENTS

Brazil is the largest e-commerce market in Latin
America, representing $28 billion in sales in 2017.

Brazil may be the most complex market in
in Latin America from a tax and regulatory
standpoint. Red tape, corruption, an
onerous tax code and endless permitting

It is also the most mature market in the region;
growth has slowed compared to its neighbors.

navigate. A withholding tax of up to 35%
makes repatriation of funds prohibitive and a
discouragingly low rank (116 out of 185) on
the World Bank’s Ease of Doing Business index
makes it an even more daunting prospect
without the help of a local expert.
Doing business on the ground in Brazil is the
right decision for some—those who have local
costs or who need to be physically close to
their customers, partners and/or regulators.
For many international merchants, however, a
local presence is not necessary and the cost
of regulatory compliance may outweigh the
potential advantages. With the right partners,
merchants can implement an effective local
payments strategy from afar.

Local-only credit cards are the leading payment
method in e-commerce, representing 45% of total
spend. Cash-based payment methods make up
20% of all e-commerce.
A cross-border only strategy will exclude
international merchants from accessing 81% or
$21 billion in addressable market.
More than any other market in Latin America,
enabling local payments is required to fully leverage
the opportunity in Brazil.
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